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Abstract

This presentation is based on the report circulated at the meeting titled

CALCULATION OF THE ENERGY CONSUMED BY THE MANUFACTURING AND
ERECTION OF A MODERN WIND GENERATOR INSTALLATION

This report is not a study in greenhouse gas emissions, but deals only with the energy side.
The report considers each major component in a wind generator installation consisting of 6 ea.
95kW wind generators representing the state of the art anno 1988.

Introduction

The wind generators considered are of the three bladed, stall regulated type with a dual winding
generator for two speed operation. The construction does not differ substantially from other
generators on the market at that time
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the wind generator

The six wind generators form a small wind farm on a piece of flat land close to the Copenhagen
International Airport of Kastrup, Denmark.
The generators are placed in two parallel rows with three in each The two rows are placed 140
meters apart, and the distance between the generators in the rows is 125 meters Five of the
generators are connected to a 500 kVA 10 kV transformer placed at the center of the wind farm.
For special reasons, the sixth generator is connected to a transformer outside the farm. The
distance from the central transformer to the public 10 kV power grid is 305 meters
Included in the calculations are all cables within the wind farm, the 10 kV cable from the
transformer to the public grid, the transformer at the center and part of the transformer outside
the wind farm

It should be noted that since this wind farm was built in 1989, the development of wind generators
has resulted in much larger units and more efficient rotor blades. Also the
introduction of pitch regulated rotor blades will yield lighter constructions for the same amount
of energy produced The future will see these developments progress still further. It is therefore
reasonable to predict that future developments will shorten the energy payback time.



FIGURE 1. TELLUS 95 KW WIND GENERATOR
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Wind Energy in Europe

Since the outcome of any calculation regarding the energy payback time of wind generators is
directly dependent upon the wind available for the area considered, a copy of the European Wind
distribution is presented in figure 2.

The figure clearly shows Denmark as one of the better areas for wind power, particularly the
regions to the north west of the country.
For the calculations here is used the average figure for all of the 128 wind generators of the 95
kW type installed in Denmark by 1989, adjusted to a standard wind year.
The figure is 210.000 kWh/generator/year.

FIGURE 2 EUROPEAN WIND ATLAS
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Basis for the Analysis

The analysis of the energy consumption for the wind generator installation is performed on the
basis of the specifications delivered from the manufacture of the Tellus 95 kW wind turbine and
from the information available from the contractor to the wind farm.

The calculations are made for one 95 kW generator including its installations.
In order to find the total amount of energy consumed by the manufacture of the entire installation,
the installation is broken up in its major parts and then the energy consumption of each part or
component is treated separately.

A table of these figures is found in table 1.

TABLE 1.

RAW MATERIAL DATA FOR ONE WIND GENERATOR INSTALLATION

EMPLOYING TELLUS 95 KW WIND GENERATOR

Tubular tower 22.6 m 8 mm steel plate galvanized. 6.200 kg

Nacelle, cover 120 kg

Nacelle, chassis 1.835 kg

Generator 1.150 kg

Main shaft 330 kg

Yaw system 335 kg

Gear unit 780 kg

Rotor hub incl. adapters 1.120 kg

Rotor blades (steel part) 3 x 98 kg 274 kg

Rotor blades (fiberglass part) 3x214 kg 642 kg

Cement for 243 m concrete 24 x 290 kg 6.960 kg

Gravel/Stone aggregate, foundation 60 000 kg

Steel for reinforcement of concrete 760 kg

Cables (Al part) 1/6 x 2.503 kg 417 kg

Cables (plastic part) 1/6 x 1.560 kg 260 kg

Transformer 500 kVA 1/5 x 2.500 kg 500 kg

Oil - transportation, earthwork etc 200 kg



A Comment on Energy Analysis

All analysis of material and energy consumption are based on the state of the art in
material manufacture In market economies, this state of the art is in turn governed by economic
considerations Thus, if cheap energy is available, little effort will be put into rationalization of
energy related processes.

In the past, and also presently, the price of energy has not included what the economists call
the externalities: Costs borne by people who are not parties to the transaction that imposes
them. These costs have been paid elsewhere, mainly via the country tax systems.

The incentive for industry to rationalize energy use in their production processes have therefore
been limited and not nearly at the level it would have been had the external costs been
internalized.

Hence the figures used in these calculations are a product of these conditions, and these
conditions probably have a considerably larger effect upon the outcome than do other inherent
uncertainties of the calculation.

Energy Content of Materials

The easiest and most accurate way of obtaining the energy consumption for each
separate item would be to have each manufacturer supply the figures from his production (e.g.
Siemens informs that the energy cost of producing a generator is so much). This, however, can
not be done, since the manufacturers are not (yet) so energy conscious as to follow up on such
figures except on a very coarse scale. Fortunately some information regarding the total energy
consumption of a production area is often available, and when the total production of said area
is available, it becomes possible to make a good estimate of the energy cost of the components
manufactured there Unfortunately the various production areas of a plant are usually engaged
in the manufacture of several different types of components, which does indeed complicate the
process.

Most of the figures in this analysis have been obtained by consulting the various manufacturers
of materials and then counter checking their information against the 'bible' of energy analysis -
"Handbook of Industrial Energy Analysis" published 1979 by J Boustead and G. F

Hancock



The rather massive variations in figures as obtained by Boustead and Hancock do indeed
indicate the uncertainty of energy calculation. This uncertainty was indeed reflected in the
variations of the figures obtained directly from material manufacturers.

Recycling of materials

The difference between the energy cost for virgin materials and recycled ones can be
quite substantial. It is therefore important to consider the possibilities for recycling of materials
used for the objects in question

Most of the materials used in the construction of a wind farm are good candidates for recycling
for mainly two reasons:

1. A wind generator construction consists of relatively few, mainly large, bulky items
in which the mixture of different kinds of materials is limited. In general the
materials will be easily separated at life end.

2. The materials will for the most be intact at the end of the life cycle

For each of the components the possibilities for recycling is considered, and where no recycling
is possible, the values for virgin materials are used

Machining of Materials

By far the major part of material energy is associated with the heating processes or
electrolytic processes employed during manufacture. Machining of components does, however,
require some amount of energy, and this energy is lost for good as recycling does not apply
here A table of the machining requirement used here is shown in table 1



TABLE 1.

Machining Operation and Item Machining

addition

Forming and handling reinforcement steel 5
Arc welding and forming of rolled steel, very large items (tube tower) 10
Welding, forming , drilling of large items (nacelle chassis) 20
Drilling, shaping and machining of coarse cast iron items (hub adapter) 20
Forming of rotor blades 20
Welding and forming of smaller items (nacelle cover) 30
Shaping, soldering of copper rods and heavy wire (generator and transformer) 30
Extensive drilling / machining of cast iron items (generator and gear casing) 50

Shaping of thinner sheet metal items (generator and transformer) 50
Precision machining of metal parts (gear, yaw system and generator interior) 250
Forging and machining of main shaft 300



Life Time Expectations for a Wind Generator Installation

The life time of a wind generator installation is generally set at 20 years and this is also the

figure used here. Compared to other large mechanical installations subjected to similar

conditions, this figure is rather low - particularly for the static parts of the installation (tower,

foundation). If, however, the installation is to be replaced, it will most likely be by one

employing larger type wind generators, and then the static parts will have to be replaced also.

Electrical Energy

As this analysis is aimed at checking the energy payback time for electricity

producing wind generators, all energy figures somehow have to be converted to electrical

energy, as delivered by a wind generator.

This brings electric power plant efficiency into the picture.

Unfortunately electricity is the most difficult commodity to which to assign a satisfactory

production efficiency.

For coal fired plants, which is what is used in Denmark, the efficiency is 23 to 31%.

For Danish plants this efficiency lies somewhat higher due to sale of heating for urban area

housing (during the winter period)

One very important fact should be noted:

Electricity efficiency figures available for fossil power plants do not include the

energy required to eliminate or transport and store the CO2 created by the process.

Estimates indicate a reduction in efficiency by at least 50% for these processes (if or

once technology is developed to implement them).

For a conversion of fossil electrical energy to wind power generated electricity to be valid,

such a conversion should rest upon CO2 neutral fossil materials of recurring kind, i.e



industrially grown and harvested plant materials. Figures from this sort of power generation

have not been obtainable and are therefore not taken into account here. Danish power plants

do, however, increasingly make use of plant material as fuel, though still on a rather

insignificant scale.

The above mentioned facts do indeed reduce the validity of the calculations performed here

very seriously, and these calculation therefore suffer from the malaise of many other computer

age calculations: The infatuation with readily obtainable figures to the right of the decimal point

dwarfing the neglect of those less readily obtainable to the left. For this fact I extend my

humblest apologies to the readers, while for my defense I need mention that inclusion of above

mentioned reservations would prevent these calculations from being accepted or even glanced

at in the circles where most needed.

The result of the calculations

The result of the calculations are shown in table 3.
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TABLE 3.

Item

Tower
Nacelle cover
Nacelle chassis
Generator case
Generator interior
Generator wind
Main Shaft
Yaw System
Gear unit case
Gear unit interior
Hub Adapter
Rotor blades
Rotor blades
Foundation
Foundation
Foundation
Foundation
Al Cables
Al Cables
Transformer 2/3
Transformer 1/3
Oil for earthwork

TOTAL

20%
40%
40%

50%
50%

Material

Steel, rolled
Alum., rolled
Steel, rolled
Iron, cast
Steel roll/bar
Copper wire
Steel bar
Steel
Iron, cast
Steel
Iron, cast
Steel
fibergl.
Cement
Gravel/Stone
Steel
Removal
Aluminum
PVC
Steel, rolled
Copper wire
Diesel oil

Weight

kg
6 200

120
1835
230
460
460
330
335
390
390

1.120
274
642

6.960
60.000

760
70.000

417
260
333
111
200

Material

kWh/kg
1.4

2,77
1,4

2.66
1,4
6,6
1.4
1,4

2,66
1,4

2,66
1,4

4,43
0,62

0.013
3,53

0,026
20,8

7,6
1,4
6.6

3,75

Energy

kWh
8.680

332
2.569

612
552

3.036
462
469

1.037
546

2.979
384

2.844
4.315

780
2.683
1 820
8.674
1.976

466
733
750

Machining.

Addition

%
10
30
20
50

250
20

300
250

50
250

20
20
20

5

5

50
20

Total

Energy

kWh
9.548

432
3.0X3

918
1.932
3.643
1 848
1.642
1 556
1.911
3.575

460
3.413
4531

780
2.817
1.820
8674
1.976

699
879
750

57.209



SUMMARY

The total energy consumption for one installation is 57.209 kWh

The yearly average production for Denmark's 128 wind generators of the 95 kW type is for a
standard wind year = 210.000 kWh

For calculation of a standard wind year, the wind has been recorded by a mix of varied size
wind generators evenly spread over the country. The recording period used is 1978 to 1988.

TO PRODUCE THE ENERGY CONSUMED BY THE MANUFACTURE OF THE
TELLUS 1995, 95 KW WIND GENERATOR AND IT'S INSTALLATION WILL THEN
TAKE THE FULL PRODUCTION OF THE WIND GENERATOR IN
(57.209/210.000)X 12 = 3,3 MONTHS

THE LIFE OF THE WIND GENERATOR INSTALLATION IS EXPECTED TO BE
20 YEARS.

THE ENERGY CONSUMED BY THE MANUFACTURE OF THE INSTALLATION
THEN ACCOUNTS FOR (3,3/20X12)X100 = 1,4 % OF THE LIFE PRODUCTION.



CALCULATION OF THE ENERGY CONSUMED BY THE MANUFACTURING

AND

ERECTION OF A MODERN WIND GENERATOR INSTALLATION

February 1990

Erik Grum-Schwensen

Electronic Engineer

Engvej 21, 2791 Drag0r, Denmark

General.

The following is an attempt to make a calculation of the energy consumed by the manufacture and
erection of a modern wind power installation, in order to check if a modern wind generator
installation, during its life, is capable of producing the energy consumed by its manufacture.

A smaller wind farm, consisting of six 95 kW wind generators, is used as basis for the calculation.
The wind generators are of Danish manufacture, Tellus 1995 by 'Danish Wind Technology', now
merged with 'Vestas' to form 'Vestas - Danish Wind Technology'.

The wind generators are of the three bladed, stall regulated type with a dual winding generator
for two speed operation. The construction does not differ substantially from other generators on
the market, and this calculation is therefore valid for any installation of this size.

The six wind generators form a small wind farm on a piece of flat land close to the Copenhagen
International Airport of Kastrup, Denmark.
The generators are placed in two parallel rows with three in each. The two rows are placed 140
meters apart, and the distance between the generators in the rows is 125 meters. Five of the
generators are connected to a 500 kVA 10 kV transformer placed at the center of the wind farm
For special reasons, the sixth generator is connected to a transformer outside the farm The
distance from the central transformer to the public 10 kV power grid is 305 meters.
Included in the calculations are all cables within the wind farm, the 10 kV cable from the
transformer to the public grid, the transformer at the center and part of the transformer outside
the wind farm.



It should be noted that since this wind farm was built in 1989, the development of wind generators
has resulted in much larger units and more efficient rotor blade. Also the introduction of pitch
regulated rotor blades will yield lighter constructions for the same amount of energy produced.
The future will see these developments progress still further. It is therefore reasonable to predict
that the future developments will significantly shorten the energy payback time.

Basis for the Calculations.

Please note that the calculations are made for one 95 kW generator including its installations The
material consumption for the entire wind farm is therefore divided by 6 where required
In order to find the total amount of energy consumed by the manufacture of the entire installation,
it is necessary to break up the installation in its major parts and then calculate the energy
consumption of each part or component separately

The easiest and most accurate way of obtaining these figures would be to have each manufacturer
supply the figures from his production (eg Siemens informs that the energy cost of producing
a generator is so much). This, however, can not be done, since the manufacturers are not (yet) so
energy conscious as to follow up on such figures. Fortunately some information regarding the
total energy consumption of a production area is often available, and when the total production
of said area is available, it becomes possible to make a good estimate of the energy cost of the
components manufactured there. Unfortunately the various production areas of a plant are usually
engaged in the manufacture of several different types of components, which does indeed
complicate the process.
As a good background for the energy cost of materials, the comprehensive work "Handbook of
Industrial Energy Analysis" published 1979 (hereinafter abbreviated HIEA) by J. Boustead and
G. F Hancock has been used, but most of the figures in this analysis have been obtained by calling
upon the various manufacturers of materials
The rather massive variations in figures as obtained by Boustead and Hancock do indeed indicate
the uncertainty of energy calculation This uncertainty was indeed reflected in the variations of
the figures I obtained myself

It should be noted that this calculation is made during a time where all manufactures of
components and materials have, over a very long period of time, been accustomed to
abundant and cheap energy supply, and consequently have not been nearly as energy
conscious as they would have been, had they had to pay the full price of energy - the price
which also includes the environmental and other costs.

Oddly enough the 'energy balance' of clean energy producing wind generators becomes
dependent upon the effects of the neglect they are attempting to repair.
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Electrical Energy.

Since the purpose of the calculation, as stated above, is to check if the wind generator installation
is 'energy balanced', all energy figures somehow have to be converted to electrical energy, as
delivered by a wind generator.
Since electricity is energy of a higher order than that of fossil fuels, the efficiency of generating
electrical power from such sources must be brought into the picture. Unfortunately electricity is
the most difficult commodity to which to assign a satisfactory production efficiency.

For coal fired plants, which is what is used in Denmark, the efficiency is 23 to 31% (HTEA, 1979).
For Danish plants this efficiency lies somewhat higher due to sale of heating for urban area
housing (during the winter period).
When other figures are not available, 40% efficiency is therefore used.

When figures are taken from HTEA of 1979 the generating efficiency has been adjusted backwards
according to the figures applied for relevant material.

When Diesel oil is used to operate Diesel engines in cars or earth moving machinery, 25 %
efficiency is used.

Where electrical energy is used for a process, the kWh figure is entered directly into the calculation

In the following calculations the term Mega Joule (MJ) is used for non electrical energy, or for
electrical energy not yet converted to electricity figures. When the energy used for a process is purely
electrical, or has been converted into electricity, the term kilo Watt hour (kWh) is used. This is done
only to facilitate the reading of the calculations and to avoid adding a subscript to all electrical figures
(hence kWh means kWhe, f r o m w i n d generator)

Three things should be noted at this point:

1. Electricity efficiency figures available for fossil power plants do not include the
energy required to eliminate or transport and store the CO2 created by the
process Estimates indicate a reduction in efficiency by at least 50% for these
processes (if or once technology is developed to implement them).

Wind generators are locally employed and therefore not subject to the same
amount of transmission losses as are centrally located power plants

Wind generated electricity is not available when no wind is available and must
during such periods be replaced by electricity from ordinary power plants



Though the first two facts heavily affect the energy calculations in a for wind generator systems
positive way, which could hardly be counterbalanced by the third fact, no adjustment have been made
for either of them.

Though item 3 is certainly a limitation in relation to wind generated electricity it must be noted that
wind power will still be available when the easily available hydrocarbons, upon which our industrial
society rests, are depleted. In a market economy such limitations are usually reflected in the price of
a commodity, though this does not seem to be the case for the hydrocarbons.

For a conversion of fossil electrical energy to wind power generated electricity to be valid, such a
conversion should rest upon fossil materials of recurring kind, i.e industrially grown and harvested
plant materials Figures from this sort of power generation have not been obtainable and are therefore
not taken into account here.

The above mentioned facts do indeed reduce the validity of the calculations performed here
very seriously, and these calculation therefore suffer from the malaise of many other computer
age calculations: The infatuation with readily obtainable figures to the right of the decimal
point dwarfing the neglect of those less readily obtainable to the left. For this fact I extend
my humblest apologies to the readers, while for my defense I need mention that inclusion of
above mentioned reservations would prevent these calculations from being accepted or even
glanced at in the circles where most needed.

Recycling of Materials.

The raw materials mined form the earth and refined into usable materials constitute an energy
investment. A part of this investment is lost for good, and a part of it is ready to be re-used at a later
time through a further, though mostly lesser, investment in energy.

For most materials the energy cost of the recycled material versus the cost of the virgin material is
substantial.

The degree to which materials may be recycled and the cost thereof depends upon the products which
they go into and to the efforts applied to recapturing the materials.

When the airship Hindenburg was lost at the mooring at Lakehurst, New Jersey in 1937 the aluminum
from its frame was sent back to Germany where it went into the manufacture of fighter aircraft used
in the upcoming war. This sequence poignantly illustrates two levels of recycling possibilities for
nearly the same product.



For aluminum beverage cans the recycling is extremely country specific since some countries have
recycling systems including premiums on returned cans whereas other countries have no such system

An evaluation of the recycling possibilities is therefore imperative

Most of the materials used in the construction of a wind farm are good candidates for recycling for
mainly two reasons:

The construction consists of relatively few, mainly large, bulky items in which
the mixture of materials is limited.

The materials will for the most be intact at the end of the life cycle

To calculate with a rather high recycling rate will therefore be reasonable. Where components can
not be recycled, or only so at excessive cost, these components are calculated at their full new
production value, e.g. the cement for the foundation. Since this foundation has to be taken apart and
transported away, this constitutes a further negative energy investment

Fuel Energies.

The fuel energies used throughout are:

Heavy fuel oil 42,6 MJ/kg at efficiency 82,7 %

Diesel oil 45,21 MJ/kg " 83,6%

Natural gas 39 MJ/m3 " 87,5 %



TABLE 1

RAW MATERIAL DATA FOR ONE WIND GENERATOR INSTALLATION

EMPLOYING TELLUS 1995, 95 KW WIND GENERATOR

Tubular tower 22.6 m 8 mm steel plate galvanized.

Nacelle, cover

Nacelle, chassis

Generator

Main shaft

Yaw system

Gear unit

Rotor hub incl. adapters

Rotor blades (steel part) 3 x 98 kg

Rotor blades (fiberglass part) 3 x 214 kg

Cement for 243 m concrete 24 x 290 kg

Gravel/Stone aggregate, foundation 60.000 kg

Steel for reinforcement of concrete

Cables (Al part) 1/6 x 2.503 kg

Cables (plastic part) 1/6 x 1.560 kg

Transformer 500 kVA 1/5 x 2.500 kg

Oil - transportation, earthwork etc

6.200

120 1

1.835

1.150

330

335

780

1.120

274

642

6.960

760

417

260

500

200

kg

tg

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg



Tellus 1995, 95 kW Wind Generator.
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The largest contributors of material to a wind generator is steel for the tubular tower and concrete
for the foundation A grid construction founded on three blocks would use less material.

The use of aluminum for cabling takes a heavy toll in energy; the use of copper cables would reduce
this figure.

In order to take a rough check upon the properties of the main materials used in the construction, the
following physical values for steel, copper and aluminum are listed:

STEEL COPPER ALUMINUM

Melting point 1530 °C 1083 °C 658 °C

Fusion heat 272 kJ/kg 209 kJ/kg 355 kJ/kg

Specific heat 0,49 kJ/kg°C 0,39 kJ/kg°C 0,92 kJ/kg°C

Melting energy 1018 kJ/kg 628 kJ/kg 953 kJ/kg

As can be seen from above table, the energy consumption by melting of these three metals are of
similar magnitude. Whenever the weight of a component is known, though not the true mixture of
its materials, a faulty guess should not affect the calculations severely

In this context it should be noted that physically no energy is consumed at the heating and subsequent
cooling of a material. It is the state of the art in metal processing which allows more or less of the
energy to escape. Particularly the Second Law of Thermodynamics is displaying the primitive stage
of our technology.



CALCULATION OF THE ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR EACH MAJOR
MATERIAL USED IN THE INSTALLATION

STEEL PRODUCTION

Steel from Scrap.

The steel mill at Frederiksvaerk in Denmark produces rolled steel and steel profiles from scrap in
electric ovens

The steel mill gives the following data for their production:

Raw material proportion:

92 % scrap steel used

8 % virgin steel from blast furnace

During the scrap steel process about 2 - 3% of the material is lost and must therefore be replaced by
virgin steel The raw material proportions are therefore altered to

88 % scrap steel

12 % virgin steel from blast furnace

Plant's total electricity requirement for steel production, incl. el. for rolling processes is

600 - 1.200 kWh/t averaging 900 kWh/t

Handling of scrap outside plant is set at 300 MJ/t

yielding 300 x 0,40 x 0,2778 kWh at 40% el. efficiency = 33 kWh/t

Transportation of scrap outside the plant is set at 320 MJ/t

yielding 320 x 0,25 x 0,2778 kWh at 25% el. efficiency 22 kWh/t
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Total for scrap steel part before rolling 955 kWh/t

From the above figure should be subtracted the steel mill's sale of heating energy to the district
heating system of the town of Frederiksvajrk.

Sale of heating energy to the

town of Frederiksvaerk 291 TJ/year (1989)

corresponding to 32.333.000 kWh/year (40% el. eff.)

for a yearly production of 600.000 tons steel

corresponding to 54 kWh/ton steel

which yields 955 kWh/t - 54 kWh/t = 901 kWh/t

Rolling of steel for sheets 40 m gas/t = 1783 MJ/t

yielding 1783 x 0,40 x 0,2778 kWh at 40% el. efficiency = 198 kWh/t

Gas is North See gas at 39.000 kJ/m3 eff. 87,5 %

Steel Production from Ore in the Ground.

Reference to Boustead HBEA, 1979, the production of finished general steel products is ranging from
20.000 - 60.000 MJ/t calculated at electric efficiency of 24 - 30%

Steel ingot from ore is ranging from 28.000 - 50.000 MJ/t

For these calculations is used the average figure of

calculated at stated electric efficiency of 30 %

Yielding 40.000 x 0,30x0,2778 kWh =

40.000 MJ/t

3.333 kWh/t

Steel production from ore in the ground is set at 3.333 kWh/kg



Scrap Steel and Ore Steel Production Combined.

Scrap iron part 88 % of 901 kWh = 793 kWh

Iron ore part 12 % of 3.333 kWh = 400 kWh

which totals for treated steel 1.193 kWh/t

The energy used for rolling 1 ton steel 198 kWh/t

Total energy used for 1 ton rolled steel fr. Frederiksvzerk 1.391 kWh

Energy consumption for rolled steel production 1.359 kWh/t = 1,4 kWh/kg

CAST IRON PRODUCTION

The Chrysler foundries (Boustead HIAE, 1979) have reported:

Cast iron from scrap and Ferro-alloy 23,94 MJ/kg

as no further breakdown or electric efficiency is reported 40% is used

yielding 23,94 x 0,40 x .2778 ^ 2,66 kWh/kg

Cast iron is set at 2,7 kWh/kg



PRODUCTION OF POWER CABLES.

Aluminum Part

All power cables for the wind farm are made of aluminum.

Energy for electrolysis = 13,2kWh/kg

Coal anode 15 MJ/kg

yielding at 40 % el. eff. 1,66 kWh/kg

Bauxite mining and treatment 3 5 MJ/kg

yielding at 40 el eff. 3,88 kWh/kg

Transport 0,3 kWh/kg

Aluminum ingots 19,04 kWh/kg

NKT (Nordisk Kabel og Trad) produces 18.000 t cables/year

to which is consumed 27 GWh el

and 600 t propane gas = 34.423 GJ

(propane gas at 50,2 MJ/kg and 87,5% eff.)

yielding at 40 % el. eff. 3,82 GWh

Totaling 30,8 GWh

Energy consumed in the cable working processes is:

30,8 GWh/18.000 t cables = 1,71 kWh/kg

Total energy consumed by production of aluminum for cables 20,8 kWh/kg

As the aluminum used in the cables is protected by plastic insulation, it will be intact by the
expiration of the wind generator life time. Therefore only a part of the energy consumed by the
extremely energy costly electrolysis process ought to be reckoned with. This, however, is not done
here; the full figure of 20.800 kWh/t is used in the calculations for all cables.



Plastic part.

PVC is produced through the polymerization of oil or gas.

Boustead HIAS (1979) states the energy consumption as 85,3 MJ/kg with a rated oil efficiency
of 30% and el. efficiency at 30 %

yielding 7,13 kWh/kg.

The Danish association of plastic manufacturers informed that the energy consumption for
production of PVC is as follows

Raw material production 60 MJ/kg

Molding and shaping 9 MJ/kg

Total 69 MJ/kg

yielding at 40 % el. efficiency 7,6 kWh/kg

Total energy consumed by PVC for cables is set at 7,6 kWh/kg



ALUMINUM SHEET FOR NACELLE COVER.

The aluminum cover for the nacelle is not required to be of electrolytic quality and may therefore
be produced from recycled aluminum.

Aluminum from scrap (Boustead, HIAE 1979) 8,11 MJ/kg

yielding at stated el. eff. 26,7 % 0,6 kWh/kg

Assumed 10 loss in process to be supplied by virgin aluminum

10% at 19,04 kWh/kg = 1,904 kWh/kg

90% at 0,6 kWh/kg = 0,54 kWh/kg

Rolling of aluminum 3 MJ/kg

yielding at 40 % el. efficiency 0,33 kWh/kg

Sheet aluminum from scrap 2,77 kWh/kg



PRODUCTION OF FIBER GLASS FOR THE ROTOR BLADES.

Glass Fiber part.

Holmegard Glasvasrk, Fensmark, Denmark gives following figures for the production glass from
sand and soda:

Oil for heating 0,110 kg/kg

yielding (oil 42,6 MJ/kg at 82,7%) 5,665 MJ/kg

yielding at 40 % el. efficiency 0,629 kWh/kg

Raw material fabrication 5000 MJ/t

yielding at 40 % el. efficiency 0,556 kWh/kg

Fibration of glass (Superfos, Denmark) 2,88 MJ/kg

yielding at 40 % el. efficiency 0,32 kWh/kg

Total energy consumed by glass fiber production 1,51 kWh/kg

It should be mentioned that Holmegard Glasvaerk supplies all central heating to the neighboring
town of Fensmark, and as such this sale should likewise be subtracted from the total figure This,
however is not done, as the total figures for Holmegard's glass production were not available.

Polyester Part.

For the production of polyester Boustead (1993) has

Electrical energy 3,830 kWh/kg 3,830 kWh/kg

Process energy 20,200 MJ/kg

Raw materials 17,300 MJ/kg

Process and raw materials 37,500 MJ at 40% eff. = 4,167 kWh/kg

Polyester total 7,997 kWh/kg



The producer of the rotor blades, LM Glassfiber Works, Lunderskov, Denmark, informs that the
proportion of fiber glass fiber to polyester going into rotor blade construction is:

Glass fibers 55-60 %

Polyester 40 - 45 %

55% fiberglass at 1,51 kWh/kg = 0,83 kWh/kg

45% polyester at 7,997 kWh/kg = 3,6 kWh/kg

Total energy for fiberglass for rotor blade production 4,43 kWh/kg



REINFORCED CONCRETE FOUNDATION.

Cement for Concrete.

F L. Smidth Industries, Copenhagen, Denmark has informed that their newest (1988) cement
ovens have the following data for cement production:

Burning of the clinkers (oil or coal) 1.050 kCal/kg

Grinding, milling etc. lOOkWh/t

which converted yields:

Burning of clinkers

yielding at 40% el efficiency

Milling etc.

Mining and transport 0,05 MJ/kg

Delivery and transportation 0,15 MJ/kg

4,39 MJ/kg

OJOkWh/kg

0,49 kWh/kg

0,01 kWh/kg

0,02 kWh/kg

Total for cement production 0,62 kWh/kg

STEEL FOR REINFORCEMENT OF THE CONCRETE

Since the steel going into the concrete foundation can not be considered recyclable the figures for
virgin steel are used.

Steel for foundation 3,33 kWh/kg

Rolling of steel 0,2 kWh/kg

Total for reinforcement steel 3,53 kWh/kg



OTHER RAW MATERIALS FOR CONCRETE FOUNDATION.

Mining and transportation of gravel and stone aggregate 100 MJ/t

yielding at 40 % el. eff 0,011 kWh/kg

Concrete mixing 0,001 kWh/kg

Transport to site 0,1 MJ/kg

yielding at 25% el. eff. 0,001 kWh/kg

Total other raw materials 0,013 kWh/kg

For removal of foundation at life end of installation is set at twice the mining and transportation
cost of raw materials

Removal of foundation 0,026 kWh/kg



2.F)

COPPER WIRE FOR ELECTRIC GENERATOR AND 10KV TRANSFORMER.

Electrolytic Copper from Ore.

For the generator and transformer must be used copper of electrolytic quality

Boustead HIAE, 1979 has:

Electrolytic copper from ore per ton:

Mining Diesel oil 60.000 BTU (at 83,6 % eff.) «

Electricity 540 kWh

Concentrating: Natural gas 27500 BTU (at 87,5 % eff.)

Electricity 2626 kWh

Smelting Natural gas 21.000.000 BTU (at 87,5 % eff.) *

Electricity 300 kWh

Refining Natural gas 310.000 BTU (at 87,5 % eff.) =

Electricity 720 kWh

Totaling Gas and oil 25.802 MJ (at 40 % el. eff ) *

Electricity

Total for electrolytic copper from ore

75,7 MJ

33,2 MJ

25.320 MJ

373,8 MJ

2.867 kWh/t

4.195 kWh/t

7,1 kWh/kg



Electrolytic copper from impure scrap.

BousteadHIEA 1979 has:

Electrolytic copper from impure scrap per ton:

Electricity 922 kWh

Oil 62 Gal. * 12.202 MJ« 1.355 kWh

Coke 760 kg * 22.309 MJ * 2.479 kWh

Electrolytic copper from scrap 4.756 kWh/t

Gal oil = 4.551 x 0,8 kg x 45,21 MJ at 83,6 % = 196,8 MJ/Gal

Coke = 25,42 MJ at 86,61 % = 29,35 MJ/kg

Since wiring employed in the generator and transformer are reasonably recyclable a recycling rate
of 80 % is assumed, giving

80 % copper at 4,8 kWh/kg = 3,84 kWh

20 % copper at 7,1 kWh/kg = 1,42 kWh

Totaling 5,26 kWh/kg

Copper Wire Production.

Copper wire from copper bar 11,78 MJ/kg

yielding at 40 % el. eff. 1,31 kWh/kg

Total for copper wire in generator and transformer 6,6 kWh/kg



MACHINING OPERATIONS

The energy required for machining processes vary markedly with the components used in the wind
generator. Table 2 shows the percentages added and used in table 3 for calculation of the total
energy consumption of the installation.

TABLE 2.

Machining Operation and Item Machining

addition

Forming and handling reinforcement steel 5
Arc welding and forming of rolled steel, very large items (tube tower) 10
Welding, forming , drilling of large items (nacelle chassis) 20
Drilling, shaping and machining of coarse cast iron items (hub adapter) 20
Forming of rotor blades 20
Welding and forming of smaller items (nacelle cover) 30
Shaping, soldering of copper rods and heavy wire (generator and transformer) 30
Extensive drilling / machining of cast iron items (generator and gear casing) 50

Shaping of thinner sheet metal items (generator and transformer) 50
Precision machining of metal parts (gear, yaw system and generator interior) 250
Forging and machining of main shaft 300

The total energy consumption of one wind generator installation is summed up in table 3.



TABLE 3.

Item

Tower
Nacelle cover
Nacelle chassis
Generator case
Generator interior
Generator wind
Main Shaft
Yaw System
Gear unit case
Gear unit interior
Hub Adapter
Rotor blades
Rotor blades
Foundation
Foundation
Foundation
Foundation
Al Cables
Al Cables
Transformer 2/3
Transformer 1/3
Oil for earthwork

TOTAL

20%
40%
40%

50%
50%

Material

Steel, rolled
Alum., rolled
Steel, rolled
Iron, cast
Steel roll/bar
Copper wire
Steel bar
Steel
Iron, cast
Steel
Iron, cast
Steel
fibergl
Cement
Gravel/Stone
Steel
Removal
Aluminum
PVC
Steel, rolled
Copper wire
Diesel oil

Weight

kg
6.200

120
1835
230
460
460
330
335
390
390

1.120
274
642

6.960
60 000

760
70.000

417
260
333
111
200

Material

kWh/kg
1,4

2,77
1,4

2,66
1,4
6,6
1,4
1,4

2.66
1,4

2,66
1.4

4,43
0,62

0,013
3,53

0,026
20,8

7,6
1,4
6.6

3,75

hnergy

kWh
8.680

332
2.569

612
552

3 036
462
469

1.037
546

2.979
384

2.844
4.315

780
2.683
1.820
8.674
1.976

466
733
750

Machining.
Addition

%
10
30
20
50

250
20

300
250

50
250

20
20
20

5

5

50
20

lotal
Energy
kWh
9.548

432
3.083

918
1.932
3.643
1.848
1.642
1.556
1.911
3.575

460
3.413
4.531

780
2.817
1.820
8.674
1.976

699
879
750

57.209

The total energy consumption for one installation is 57.209 kWh



The yearly average production for Denmark's 128 wind generators of the 95 kW type is for a
standard wind year = 210.000 kWh

For calculation of a standard wind year, the wind has been recorded by a mix of varied size wind
generators evenly spread over the country. The recording period used is 1978 to 1988.

TO PRODUCE THE ENERGY CONSUMED BY THE MANUFACTURE OF THE TELLUS
1995, 95 KW WIND GENERATOR AND IT'S INSTALLATION WILL THEN TAKE THE
FULL PRODUCTION OF THE WIND GENERATOR IN (57.209/210.000)X 12 = 3,3
MONTHS

THE LIFE OF THE WIND GENERATOR INSTALLATION IS EXPECTED TO BE 20
YEARS.

THE ENERGY CONSUMED BY THE MANUFACTURE OF THE INSTALLATION THEN
ACCOUNTS FOR (3,3/20X12)X100 = 1,4 % OF THE LIFE PRODUCTION.

Date February 1990, revised march 1996.

Erik Grum-Schwensen

Engvej 21,

2791 Drag0r.

Denmark


